Seat for volleyball referee
PY011

Volleyball referee seat, designed with the latest CAD technology and made of circular steel tubes.
The volleyball referee seat for high level competition comprises of a main structure with a metallic base that has a telescopic
post to adjust the height of the seat and footrest for the referee.
The base, made of steel profile and plate, is characterized by giving the stability necessary for using the seat. It has two nylon
rear wheels for easy transport once it’s flipped. The sides of the main structure serve as ladders to access the seat and the
footrest. The top part of the main structure serves a side protection to improve the security of the referee once he is seated. In
front of the chair and on the base, a protective metallic barrier is placed to allow the referee to stand up.
Both the seat and the footrest are made of wood veneer. They are fixed to a telescopic height adjustable using a lever that
activates an internal mechanical system
The footrest of the main structure is used as a guide to prevent lateral movements that could damage the seat lift mechanism. .
The MONDOSEAT 3 type, with seat and backseat in injected polypropylene à, has an ergonomic design and is highly
resistant to U.V. rays and atmospheric conditions.
All fasteners are made of steel and have been subjected to zinc treatment.
The seat is shipped fully assembled.
The product is painted with polyester powder paint, which is applied after a degreasing treatment using a pressurised
phosphate bath and cured in an oven at 200ºC.
Standard colour: Blue, red, yellow
Standard MONDOSEAT 3 colour: Blue CS6
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颜色范围

GIALLO

BLU

ROSSO
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